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Chapter 1891: Lin Juelong's power 

 

The gale caused by the attack roared on the top of the mountain, and lifted the hood of the black-robed 

warrior, revealing a hideous face covered with scary black spots. 

 

At this moment, an extremely permeating color of ecstasy appeared on that face, staring at Ye Chen in 

the sky and said: "Hahahahahaha, good, very good, Ye Chen, you, finally came, and saved me anymore. 

Look for you." 

 

When Xing Zitang and others heard this, their faces were shocked. This black-robed warrior actually 

knew Ye Chen? Could not help but cast his eyes on Ye Chen. 

 

At this moment, Ye Chen's eyes were extremely complicated. 

 

Although the man in front of him has been disfigured! 

 

But he still recognized it! 

 

It's Lin Juelong! 

 

The man who ruined everything in China Yunhu Villa! 

 

He thought this man was dead! 

 

Unexpectedly, this man was reborn from the ashes, and he stood in front of him! 

 

It's just that there was no human breath in Lin Juelong at this moment. 

 

Extremely weird. 



 

Ye Chen stepped out and finally said, "To be honest, although I have guessed, I was really surprised to 

see you." 

 

"I almost forgot about you." 

 

"I asked Han Yun and Ye Lingtian to investigate in the blood alliance, why didn't they find you? Even your 

body cannot be found." 

 

"What happened to you?" 

 

If Ye Chen remembered correctly, Lin Juelong's strength before injury was absolutely not qualified to 

step into the Lingwu Continent. 

 

What happened to Lin Juelong to get such terrible power? 

 

How did he participate in the Thang Long Competition? 

 

Which force's quota to use? 

 

Does it mean that this force also controls Lin Juelong's secrets? 

 

That's really bad! 

 

Lin Juelong's **** eyes flickered, and he seemed very satisfied with Ye Chen's astonishment. He 

stretched out a dry and black hand and waved at Ye Chen away. 

 

At the next moment, Ye Chen's complexion changed slightly, he turned his head in a hundred steps, and 

turned his body into Thunder to fly behind him. Almost at the moment he left, a cold killing intent 

appeared in the location where Ye Chen was originally! 

 



This Lin Juelong's current strength is so terrifying? 

 

Can everything be wiped out with a wave? 

 

How long is this! 

 

Even the peerless genius of Lingwu Continent couldn't be so fast! 

 

However, Lin Juelong is now out of the human category. 

 

Lin Juelong frowned slightly when he saw his own blow and was avoided by Ye Chen. He thought he 

could easily kill Ye Chen. 

 

Now it seems that Ye Chen is the real evildoer. 

 

He has absorbed other people's cultivation base and blood, and his body has changed long ago! 

 

This allowed him to bear the pain of absorption! And so powerful! 

 

But Ye Chen didn't. 

 

He is still human! 

 

why! 

 

However, his brows stretched out quickly, so what if they were stronger? 

 

But it's just a mere human being, and at most he can only hold his head in front of him for a while, which 

is also a good game. 



 

To kill Ye Chen smoothly, it is better to torture slowly. 

 

Now he has thoroughly realized the power of the secret, and he is extremely proud, and he does not put 

the human geniuses participating in the competition in his eyes! 

 

At this moment, Lin Juelong's **** eyes looked at Ye Chen with a mocking look, and laughed: 

 

"If you haven't seen you for so long, your ability to escape is stronger? 

 

However, this is also in line with your status as a waste. In the face of true power, you can only flee 

desperately to gain a little breathing opportunity, which is interesting and interesting. " 

 

He stared at Ye Chen, who was still in the air, and sneered: "You, why don't you run away? Trash, it 

should look like trash, don't look for death so quickly? Let me see you running in panic. ?" 

 

As he said, waving his hands again and again, the entire space trembled under Lin Juelong's hands, and a 

giant claw net that closed the space completely enveloped Ye Chen! 

 

Ye Chen furrowed his brows, rushing for electricity in a hundred steps, the Divine Blood, the Burning 

Blood Secret Art, and the Divine Demon Reincarnation Art at the same time. 

 

And when Lin Juelong attacked Ye Chen, Xing Zitang, who was on the side, finally made a move! 

 

At this moment, his whole body's momentum seemed to reach its peak, his eyes suddenly opened, and 

his light flashed. On his fist, a quaint and vast top artifact glove appeared, his muscles swelled wildly, 

and his bald head appeared. All the green veins. 

 

Xing Zitang yelled abruptly: "Things that are neither human nor ghost, give me death!" 

 

With the sound, a punch came out! 



 

And Ye Chen, who had just avoided the net of the hand, also blinked. Xing Zitang's attack was extremely 

strong! 

 

Even faintly surpassed his immortal sword! 

 

However, Xing Zitang's attack obviously couldn't be performed as freely as his immortal sword, and it 

would take a period of time to accumulate energy. 

 

If it hadn't been for Lin Juelong to put all his mind on Ye Chen at this time, Xing Zitang might not even 

have the opportunity to attack Lin Juelong! 

 

Lin Juelong's eyes condensed  and the black energy surged all over his body. In an instant, a black 

ancient pattern barrier was formed outside the body surface, protecting Lin Juelong's whole body. 

 

In the next moment, that shocking fist mark completely bombarded the black barrier! 

 

There was a loud bang! 

 

There were countless cracks in the land under Lin Juelong's feet. Above the barrier, there were creaking 

noises, and there were faint signs of fragmentation! 

 

However, at this moment, a low and hoarse voice, like a whisper from a different dimension, sounded 

from the black barrier. 

 

"You are strong! But the secret in me, don't be afraid." 

 

Just as this voice appeared, a strange scene appeared in front of everyone! 

 

Arrays of devilish energy appeared on the surface of the pitch-black barrier, and the fist print that 

possessed the power of destroying the sky and the earth slowly melted under the erosion of the devilish 

energy. 



 

Not only that, but the umong wrapped around the fist mark became deeper and deeper, as if to swallow 

up the power of the fist mark! 

 

After a while, the fist mark struck by Xing Zitang was completely dissipated under the erosion of the 

devilish energy! 

 

A flash of black light, the pitch-black barrier once again turned into a billowing devilish energy and 

merged into Lin Juelong's body, and everyone, at this time, looked at Lin Juelong and finally began to 

shake! 

 

The mysterious devouring power can even be swallowed completely by an attack. Isn't this invincible! 

 

Ye Chen looked at Lin Juelong with a solemn gaze. This Lin Juelong was more troublesome than he 

thought! 

 

However, Xing Zitang looked ugly, his strongest blow, even in the face of a warrior who had generally 

entered the Star Aperture Realm for a long time, was a certain threat, so he was taken over by this 

monster? 

 

Lin Juelong accepted Xing Zitang's blow, but he didn't rush to do it, like a hunter who was teasing his 

prey, admiring everyone with a smile on his face. 

 

He enjoyed it all too much. 

Chapter 1892: Might wake up! 

 

Lin Juelong's eyes fell on Ye Chen again, and said contemptuously at Ye Chen: 

 

"Ye Chen, is this the helper you found? Hahahaha, so strong, his fist marks are quite delicious, isn't the 

move just now his strongest attack?" 

 



"A few years ago, I was able to personally destroy your Jiangcheng Ye family! Let you fall into Dongqian 

Lake! Feel despair!" 

 

"Now, I can also fill your world with despair again!" 

 

"This time, you didn't live as good as you were in Jiangcheng!" 

 

Ye Chen was holding the Blood Demon Sword, his aura condensed all over, and he was about to 

cooperate with Xing Zitang, when he used the spirit and evil spirits to fight against Lin Juelong, a distant 

and majestic voice sounded in his mind. 

 

"Oh? Boy, are you about to enter the Hedao Realm? Not bad, not bad!" 

 

"Yu Beast Lingshen?" Ye Chen heard the familiar voice, not only his face was happy, but the Yu Beast 

Lingshen finally woke up after sleeping for so long! 

 

Still at this critical juncture! 

 

Although Yu Beast Spirit God's divine power is not much! 

 

But with him, maybe this battle is about to turn around! 

 

Yu Beast Spirit said: "Boy, the guy on the opposite side, if I read it correctly, has absorbed a lot of the 

blood and cultivation of the strong, right?" 

 

"It's too messy." 

 

Ye Chen nodded and said: "This person and I come from China together. He has also reached the first 

level of the Star Aperture Realm Heavenly Cultivation Base by swallowing the contestants in the Thang 

Long Competition, and he is extremely powerful. 

 



What's even more frightening is that he possesses an extremely strange devouring power, not only can 

swallow other warriors to improve his own cultivation, but even the power of martial arts can be 

swallowed! " 

 

Yu Beast Lingshen heard the words, pondered for a moment and said: "It seems that the plan of Lingwu 

Continent has not been completely eliminated. This kind of evil way looks powerful, but it is not 

something ordinary people can succeed. 

 

In your current situation, it is not impossible to temporarily seal his devouring power and even greatly 

weaken his strength. " 

 

"What?" Ye Chen was overjoyed when he heard the words: "What way?" 

 

If they can seal their devouring power, their chances of winning will be greatly increased! 

 

Yu Beast Lingshen smiled and said, "Boy, you are also of reincarnation blood anyway." 

 

"The strongest bloodline in the world is the reincarnation bloodline, there is no one!" 

 

"Compared with you, are you so scared? I feel ashamed for you." 

 

"But the other party's methods grow extremely fast, and the biggest drawback of your reincarnation 

bloodline is that it is difficult to grow, but once you wake up partly, it will have great benefits!" 

 

Ye Chen gave a white glance at Yu Beast Spirit God: "Don't you praise me, talk business!" 

 

Yu Beast Lingshen smiled: "Boy, now I want to teach you the real method of using the power of the 

town. Teaching the exercises will consume my power, and my power is not much, I will only say it once, 

you Keep it in mind." 

 

Lin Juelong saw that Ye Chen's face did not show any horror at this time, on the contrary, she showed 

the slightest joy, and couldn't help but feel angry! 



 

why? 

 

Why is Ye Chen so calm after seeing his own strength? 

 

Not only is there no trace of fear, but even a hint of joy? 

 

why? 

 

Shouldn't he be like a dog, kneeling on the ground begging for forgiveness? 

 

Could it be that he still dreamed of defeating himself? 

 

Thinking of this, Lin Juelong's **** eyes were filled with brutal colors, and suddenly roared at Ye Chen: 

"Trash! Why the **** don't you beg Lao Tzu for mercy? 

 

You are not stupid enough to have the illusion of defeating Lao Tzu? 

 

Well, now I will completely annihilate your fantasy! " 

 

At this moment, Ye Chen didn't pay any attention to Lin Juelong at all, but instead focused all his mind 

on his insight into the exercises! 

 

After Lin Juelong finished speaking, seeing Ye Chen, not only did not say anything, he closed his eyes and 

completely ignored him, he could not help but let out a loud roar, and when he moved his body, he 

rushed towards Ye Chen! 

 

Seeing that Ye Chen was still standing still at this time, Xing Zitang couldn't help yelling anxiously, not 

understanding what had happened. 

 



"Ye Chen, what are you doing!" 

 

Having said that, he gritted his teeth and fell in front of Ye Chen, waved his fists, and slammed toward 

the black shadow that was coming! 

 

Lin Juelong was frustrated and became even more angry, and shouted, "Get out of here!" 

 

With a move of his hand, the superpower of the Star Aperture Realm burst out! 

 

With a bang, Xing Zitang's body flew upside down like a broken kite, blood surged on his body, and he 

was seriously injured by this blow! 

 

Although Xing Zitang understood part of the power of the law, it was still difficult to contend with Lin 

Juelong's true and complete devouring power and the strong heavenly demon's aura! 

 

Not far away, Yin Ming, who was in the black light curtain, couldn't help but eagerly said: "Ye Chen! Get 

away!" 

 

Not only that, as soon as she moved, she wanted to leave the black light curtain to help, but she was 

blocked by the heavenly spirit. 

 

Tian Ling pressed Yin Ming's shoulder, and said in a deep voice: "You are going out to die. Don't worry, 

that guy will not die so easily." 

 

At this moment, Ye Chen finally opened his eyes and saw the oncoming Lin Juelong. 

 

Lin Juelong's face  showed a cruel smile, but, the next moment, his smile became a little stiff. 

 

In his imagination, Ye Chen would definitely show fear and despair when he saw himself coming in front 

of him, but what he saw in his **** eyes... 

 



But it was a cold smile, silently blooming on Ye Chen's face! 

 

Lin Juelong roared: "You can still laugh!" 

 

He originally wanted to use his newly awakened Heavenly Demon bloodline to completely destroy Ye 

Chen's mind and avenge his blood, but Ye Chen's performance was always beyond his expectations! 

 

How can this not make him furious! 

 

Ye Chen moved his footsteps, using a hundred steps to drive, and said lightly: "Laugh? The reason why I 

can laugh is of course..." 

 

Even if Ye Chen used this powerful body technique, due to the difference in cultivation level, he still 

couldn't get rid of Lin Juelong. 

 

Lin Juelong's figure followed Ye Chen like a shadow. 

 

"Of course it's because..." Ye Chen's smile grew thicker. 

 

"You are nothing more than that. You are still the same as when you were defeated in my hands. Do you 

think you will be invincible if you get this swallowing power?" 

 

what? 

 

Those present all looked at Ye Chen in disbelief, almost astonished that their jaws fell to the ground. 

 

Ye Chen even dared to provoke this powerful and mysterious person who has already stepped into the 

Star Aperture Realm at this time? 

 

Even a genius like Xing Zitang was hurt by this mysterious person. Where did Ye Chen get his confidence 

and courage? 



 

This is simply because I think I have lived too long! 

 

Sure enough, Lin Juelong, under Ye Chen's ridicule, instantly lost his mind and launched an attack on Ye 

Chen frantically! 

 

But Ye Chen took a deep breath, and suddenly stopped, his eyes flickering, he was actually about to face 

Lin Juelong who was on the attack! 

Chapter 1893: The last chance! 

 

Chixia closed her eyes a little unbearably. She knew Ye Chen was very strong, but even Xing Zitang was 

seriously injured by Lin Juelong's blow. Even if Ye Chen is strong, she can't take this violent offensive, 

right? 

 

She could almost imagine that the next moment, Ye Chen's blood splashed on the spot. 

 

But at this moment, Ye Chen suddenly burst out a strange aura! 

 

Lin Juelong's pupils shrank. This breath was both familiar and unfamiliar. For some reason, his body 

instinctively stopped attacking Ye Chen. Instead, he turned his body and quickly moved away from Ye 

Chen! 

 

At this time, everyone was stunned again, almost unable to believe their eyes. 

 

What did they see just now? 

 

The black-robed warrior of the Star Aperture Realm, unexpectedly retreated in front of Ye Chen who 

was facing him? 

 

Moreover, it was still under Ye Chen's extremely ridiculous provocation against him? 

 



how can that be? 

 

Ye Chen sneered at Lin Juelong, who was avoiding him and said, "What, Lin Juelong, are you scared?" 

 

Lin Juelong gasped slightly. Just now, for some reason, he suddenly felt a very dangerous feeling. 

 

He looked at Ye Chen hesitantly, how could this be? 

 

Ye Chen is only half a step towards the cultivation base of the Dao Realm, even if he has some back 

hand, it is impossible to threaten him? 

 

Moreover, the kind of breath that radiated from Ye Chen's body just now, the kind of breath that made 

him feel extremely familiar, was the existence he was most afraid of! 

 

This breath seems to herald reincarnation! 

 

Ye Chen, isn't it trash without blood and spiritual roots? 

 

Why does this breath of blood radiate? 

 

Moreover, the aura of blood that Ye Chen exudes is extremely rich, even far surpassing him. At the same 

time, in addition to the aura of reincarnation, there is a vague existence that makes him more fearful. 

 

Hearing Ye Chen's ridicule, Lin Juelong's blood eyes felt more hatred, and he was almost on the verge of 

losing his sanity. Why was this always the case? 

 

Why does this Ye Chen always surprise him? 

 

Is he really immortal? 

 



Could it be that he really won't lose? 

 

Could it be that his talent is really terrifying enough to defeat the Star Aperture Realm with the Dao 

Realm? 

 

impossible! There can be no such thing in the world! 

 

The hatred in Lin Juelong’s eyes was about to materialize, the unwillingness in his heart, surging crazily, 

he was unwilling, because he had a vague feeling that even if he possessed that secret and could 

swallow others, he could not make Ye Chen. yield! 

 

At the same time, he couldn't understand, Ye Chen, why is he so confident? 

 

Isn't he really afraid of death? 

 

For a moment, even though Lin Juelong was in a rage, he stopped in place, and roared at Ye Chen, 

stalemate. 

 

Ye Chen held the Blood Demon Sword and stared at Lin Juelong, unwillingly, but his eyes flickered 

slightly, although on the surface it seemed calm. 

 

In fact, my heart is quite urgent! 

 

He hadn't fully mastered the magic sealing technique taught by Yu Beast Lingshen! 

 

The technique of sealing demons should be led by the blood of his reincarnation blood! 

 

And Yu Beast Spirit God briefly awakened a part of his blood in the reincarnation cemetery! 

 

Now, he is desperately digesting the content of the magic sealing technique. 



 

Not only that, Ye Chen also used part of the power of the red and blue **** in the reincarnation 

cemetery! 

 

This is the power of Xiao Huang's blood! 

 

The blessing of these powers shocked Lin Juelong who was approaching! 

 

When Lin Juelong retreated because of intuition, although Ye Chen was mocking, in fact, his heart was 

slightly relaxed. 

 

However, as time passed, this Lin Juelong would definitely attack him again. At that time, he could no 

longer be pushed back by the breath of blood. 

 

All he can do is to comprehend the magic sealing technique as soon as possible every second! 

 

Lin Juelong stood in a stalemate for a while, and suddenly looked up to the sky and let out a roar: "Ye 

Chen, why don't you succumb!? Not enough! Not enough! I have not eaten enough! I want, devour 

more!" 

 

As he said, he suddenly cast his gaze at Xing Zitang on the side. 

 

At this time, Xing Zitang had almost completely recovered from his injury with the pill and super strong 

physique, but when he saw Lin Juelong's gaze, he was still shocked! 

 

Feel the great danger! 

 

Ye Chen's eyes condensed, even if he could seal most of Lin Juelong's strength, he might still have a 

cultivation base close to the Star Aperture Realm. At that time, without Xing Zitang's help, he might still 

be unable to kill him. 

 



Just when Lin Juelong was about to rush towards Xing Zitang, suddenly, a black halo descended from the 

sky, trapping Lin Juelong in a black light curtain. 

 

This black light curtain exudes an extremely powerful aura, even more extensive than Xing Zitang's half-

step magic weapon flying! 

 

It was a real artifact! 

 

In addition, the black light curtain actually exudes a strong boundary power! 

 

Ye Chen and Xing Zitang were taken aback, looking in the direction where the halo appeared, only to see 

a handsome man with a pale face pinching his hands with his hands, his expression dignified, it was Ji 

Xuan! 

 

Beside him, there was Tianling who pinched the Jue together. 

 

And Yin Ming, at this time, has come to Ye Chen's side Lin Juelong saw it, the anger in his eyes kept 

rising, and he roared: "You lowly geniuses, unexpectedly blocked me one after another, soon , I will let 

you taste the most terrifying torture in this world!" 

 

After that, the demonic energy all over his body surged wildly, completely submerging Lin Juelong's 

figure, and a violent shout came from the black energy: "The abyss is coming!" 

 

A terrifying power of the realm rushed crazily in the white light curtain, Ji Xuan and Tian Ling instantly 

sweated, shaking all over, obviously under extreme pressure. 

 

Ji Xuan shouted: "We can't hold on for long! Brother Ye, Brother Xing, you, what else do you have, hurry 

up and prepare, otherwise, wait a while, we will all die here!" 

 

Ye Chen and Xing Zitang looked at each other, both of them brightened. 

 



Ye Chen closed his eyes, sat down cross-legged, concentrating on the art of enchanting demons, while 

Xing Zitang held a purple ball in his hand, his complexion dignified, and his entire body was constantly 

pouring into the purple ball. 

 

Time gradually passed, and the tremors of Tian Ling and Ji Xuan's bodies became more and more 

intense! 

 

Finally, with a puff, Tianling vomited blood! When he fell from the air, he passed out because of 

excessive consumption! 

 

Without the assistance of Tianling, Ji Xuan's pressure suddenly increased. A large amount of blood was 

gushing out of his seven orifices, but there was a touch of determination in his eyes, firmly supporting 

him. 

 

After a stick of incense, Ji Xuan's expression suddenly changed, with a bang, a burst of blood erupted 

from his body, and he fell to the ground! 

 

At the same time, the black light curtain lost the spiritual support of its master, and with a whine, it 

turned into a white halo again and flew back to Ji Xuan's side. 

 

At this moment, Lin Juelong's almost crazy laughter came out of the rich devilish energy. 

 

"Today, in the name of a blood alliance, I will tell the world that I, Lin Juelong, are truly peerless 

geniuses!" 

Chapter 1894: collapse 

 

At this moment, the whole world seemed to be Lin Juelong's voice. 

 

An invisible nightmare swallowed all the powerhouses where the Thang Long Great Bi was. 

 

However, although Lin Juelong was arrogant, his devilish energy was still slightly reduced, and his 

expression was even paler. 



 

The baby Ji Xuan used just now is really good, if Ji Xuan's strength just now goes even further, even as 

long as he reaches the half-step Star Aperture, he can be completely trapped. 

 

Although Ji Xuan couldn't support it in the end, Lin Juelong also consumed a lot of strength. 

 

But now, he also understands. Just now, what method did Ye Chen use to bluff him, otherwise, why 

would he wait until Ji Xuan can't support him and still not make a move? 

 

Therefore, now that he has escaped from the trap, Ye Chen's time of death has also arrived! 

 

His blood eyes looked at Ye Chen, shining extremely evil light. 

 

Mysterious power can absorb part of the cultivation base of others into the body, and even torture the 

other party continuously in the body. That kind of feeling is definitely better than death! 

 

It is more painful than the cruelest torture in the world! 

 

The humiliation of Huaxia Martial Arts Platform, the nightmare of Kunlun Xu, today he wants Ye Chen to 

return completely! 

 

Repay a hundred times! 

 

What's more terrifying is that he can twist some people into the most loyal to him. 

 

If Ye Chen is absorbed by him, in the future, he will only become a monster who obeys Lin Juelong! 

 

Seeing Ye Chen at this time, still closing his eyes and sitting on the ground, Lin Juelong seemed to have 

seen a lamb waiting to be slaughtered, with a hideous smile on his face, walking towards Ye Chen step 

by step. 

 



He sneered: "Trash, have you given up resistance? Just wait for death like this? 

 

Don't worry, I won't let you die so easily. 

 

I will give you a good experience, what is the real hell, and then let you be honored to be the slave of 

the deity, how about it, happy? Hahahahaha. " 

 

But suddenly, Lin Juelong paused, turned his head abruptly, and looked in the direction where Xing 

Zitang was, where an energy that shocked his heart was slowly rising. 

 

Xing Zitang sneered, holding a group of purple thunder lights, and smiling at Lin Juelong: 

 

"You seem to have a soft spot for Ye Chen? Did you forget me completely? 

 

I don't like being ignored! " 

 

After that, he slammed that group of thunder light at Lin Juelong. 

 

Lin Juelong's eyes were solemn, but he didn't show any fear. On the contrary, there was a hideous color 

on his face, and he softly shouted, "The abyss is here!" 

 

The mighty power of the realm was condensed in Lin Juelong's hands, and a group of extremely deep 

black energy, as if it had become the center of this world, was held by Lin Juelong in his palm! 

 

This is the strength of the Star Aperture Realm! 

 

With a movement of Lin Juelong's figure, with this black energy, he faced the purple light that contained 

terrifying power! 

 

There was a loud bang, like two worlds colliding! 



 

The powerful impact almost wiped out most of the entire hill! 

 

Lin Juelong's dry palm was completely destroyed by the thunder light, and purple blood splashed 

frantically, but on his face, the hideous color became more and more intense! 

 

Xing Zitang was half kneeling on the ground at this time, with a huge blood hole opened in his chest. He 

was fatally injured under the attack back shock, and he looked extremely miserable. 

 

Obviously, Xing Zitang is also a culmination in body refining, otherwise, ordinary human races would not 

survive this kind of injury. 

 

However, Xing Zitang seemed to not care about his injuries at all, looked at Lin Juelong in horror, and 

gradually a touch of fear emerged in his eyes! 

 

"How is it possible!" Xing Zitang murmured: "That is the back hand that my father gave me. Thang Long 

is more than any genius to block a blow. Why, you can only pay the price of one hand, Take it!" 

 

Lin Juelong admired the despair on Xing Zitang's face, this feeling is really great, this feeling of crushing 

others! 

 

Then he smiled disdainfully: 

 

"Trash, don't compare me with you human rubbish. The existence behind me cannot be defeated by 

powerful energy. 

 

You pampered geniuses naturally don't understand, but energy is what I am best at absorbing. " 

 

Although Lin Juelong said so, he was obviously injured in the previous hit, and the best way to recover 

from his injury is to swallow! 

 

Swallow all these human geniuses! 



 

Of course, swallowing has pros and cons. 

 

He cannot completely devour other people's cultivation base and blood, only a small part! 

 

But the most indispensable thing in this Thang Long Competition is genius! 

 

Even a small part can be condensed into a giant! 

 

He looked at Xing Zitang as if looking at delicious food. 

 

That look, even with Xing Zitang's steel-like mind, could not help but shudder! 

 

Xing Zitang struggled backwards and yelled at Lin Juelong: "Don't come close to me! Don't come close to 

me, if you dare to move me, my Xing family will destroy everything about you!" 

 

Xing Zitang, who has always been proud, at this time  also felt the deep fear! 

 

Lin Juelong in front of him is a real monster, an existence more terrifying than death! 

 

Lin Juelong looked at Xing Zitang's expression with great satisfaction, and he walked towards Xing Zitang 

slowly. 

 

Even, he couldn't bear to swallow Xing Zitang so quickly, he wanted to savor the taste of Xing Zitang's 

pride being destroyed by that unparalleled fear. 

 

Seeing a peerless genius collapse in front of him, what a tempting enjoyment it is! 

 

Just when Lin Juelong and Xing Zitang were only ten meters away. 

 



The void above Lin Juelong's head suddenly trembled, and a colorful flying boat flew out of the void and 

hit Lin Juelong at an extremely fast speed! 

 

"Chixia?" There was a glimmer of hope in Xing Zitang's eyes. As long as this half-step magical flying boat 

can stop Lin Juelong for a moment, maybe he has a chance to escape! 

 

However, reality is often cruel. 

 

Lin Juelong glanced at the colorful flying boat, and with a random wave of one hand, he blasted the 

flying boat aside, and the red clouds driving the flying boat instantly vomited blood and fell into a coma. 

 

Xing Zitang's face is extremely ugly, where is the appearance of the young master of the Xing family? 

 

However, the next moment, a stern smile appeared on Xing Zitang's face. 

 

When Lin Juelong saw this, he was taken aback for a moment. Didn't this guy's Dao heart all tend to 

disappear? 

 

Why, now he will show such an expression? 

 

No, should it completely collapse? 

 

"You seem to enjoy it?" Xing Zitang suddenly smiled: "Do you think my state of mind is going to 

collapse?" 

 

In Lin Juelong's **** eyes, there was a faint anger rising, and he felt that he was being teased again! 

 

Xing Zitang smiled resolutely: "My Xing family is not as fragile as you think. Since you like to absorb 

energy so much, you can taste Laozi's self-destruction!" 

Chapter 1895: Shattered 

 



With that said, Xing Zitang exuded extremely strong waves of destruction, and Lin Juelong's complexion 

changed slightly. Although Xing Zitang is now embarrassed, his background is far beyond the realm, and 

the energy emitted by his self-detonation at this time is almost equivalent to a Star Aperture Martial 

Artist! 

 

Just now, Lin Juelong was already injured by Xing Zitang's blow. 

 

Now, if he suffers another self-destruction, even if he has the ability to swallow it, he will probably be 

injured! 

 

Just when Lin Juelong was about to use her body technique to dodge, a soft drink rang from behind. 

 

"Splitting Blade!" 

 

An unavoidable sharp light locked on Lin Juelong's location. Lin Juelong was furious and shouted, "Go!" 

 

With a single claw swiping away, the splitting blade was directly torn into shreds. At the same time, the 

claw shadow remained undiminished and flew towards Yin Ming at a very fast speed. 

 

With a bang, that terrifying claw shadow hit the target fiercely! 

 

Lin Juelong's blood eyes flashed with pleasure, bitch, this is what hindered me! 

 

But at this moment, a faint voice rang out from the smoke and dust raised by Lin Juelong's claws. 

 

"Brother Xing, don't blew yourself up." 

 

The pleasure in Lin Juelong's eyes dissipated in an instant, and even his face became a little stiff. In his 

heart, he felt an unspeakable sense of irritability and anxiety again. 

 

Ye Chen? 



 

Shouldn't he have fallen into despair and gave up resistance? 

 

Ye Chen slowly walked out of the smoke and dust, looking at Lin Juelong, whose **** eyes were burning 

with anger, and smiled calmly: "This person, starting from me, should be killed by me!" 

 

As soon as the voice fell, Ye Chen's whole body thundered together, and in a flash, he had come to Lin 

Juelong's side! 

 

"The energy of Gengjin, the power of the six realms, the immortal sword intent, open, and the spirit and 

evil strike together! Break!" 

 

Ye Chen let out a low cry, his entire body burst out, and he cut out the strongest sword! 

 

Lin Juelong's pupils contracted and sneered: "Hahaha, what a stupid stupid, do you think that with such 

a move, you can kill me? Extremely funny!" 

 

Having said that, Lin Juelong was not afraid at all, the black energy in his hand reappeared, and Ye Chen 

faced Ye Chen's sword that was enough to smash the sky! 

 

There was a bang! 

 

The figures of the two of them were engulfed by the burst of bright light, and there were still conscious 

people present, watching the halo nervously. 

 

The next moment, the halo faded, but the scene before them made them feel hopeless again! 

 

At this moment, Ye Chen's mouth was frantically gushing blood, the right hand holding the sword was 

full of blood, and half of his chest cavity was full of cracks. 

 

Even the Blood Demon Sword in his hand was dimmed by Lin Juelong's attack! 



 

Ye Chen seemed to be even more miserable than Xing Zitang at this time! 

 

As for Lin Juelong, even though Ye Chen had cut off half of his palm, he seemed to be much better than 

Ye Chen. 

 

The ecstasy in Lin Juelong's **** eyes almost turned into substance, and finally, he finally had his 

revenge. 

 

Finally, to destroy this peerless evildoer who once humiliated him! 

 

However, Lin Juelong stared at Ye Chen, as if to see through his soul. 

 

why? 

 

Why doesn't Ye Chen show the slightest fear? 

 

There was still a faint smile on his face, and he couldn't find even a little bit of fear and despair. 

 

Lin Juelong knew that although Xing Zitang wanted to blew himself up in the end just now, before that, 

Xing Zitang was really desperate and frightened. 

 

However, Ye Chen's indifferent expression did not fluctuate at all. 

 

Ye Chen suddenly said, "Are you thinking, why, I am not desperate at all?" 

 

Lin Juelong sneered: "What about not despairing? Waste is ultimately waste, no matter how brave it is, 

the same is true. Moreover, do you think you are not afraid of death? 

 

Is it all over if you die? 



 

I tell you, after you die, everything has just begun! " 

 

After all, he didn't want to talk nonsense with Ye Chen anymore. On the hand with the remaining half of 

the palm, a very strong black light was condensed, and the power of the boundary was rippling crazily, 

and Lin Juelong would take this strongest blow. Kill Ye Chen completely! 

 

Ye Chen's eyes condensed, he was waiting for this moment! 

 

The opponent's full shot, the weakest moment of physical defense! 

 

Ye Chen's other hand moved suddenly! 

 

Then, under the incredible eyes of everyone! 

 

A strange ray of light surged from Ye Chen's body! 

 

Under the light, a giant phantom that seemed to come from ancient times was roaring! 

 

A sword intent slipped! 

 

A sword mark appeared on Ye Chen's palm! 

 

A steady stream of blood surging out! 

 

At this moment, everyone was dumbfounded! 

 

Is Ye Chen crazy? Self-harm? Finally, in this desperate situation, has it collapsed? 

 



Xing Zitang smiled bitterly, his eyes dimmed completely, and he was about to prepare to explode again. 

 

Blew yourself, better than being swallowed by that monster... 

 

With a bang, Lin Juelong's blow that was enough to stir the entire world hit Ye Chen firmly! 

 

Ye Chen's clothes seemed to be swallowed by thousands of sword intent! 

 

Embarrassed! 

 

On Lin Juelong's pale face, a grinning smile appeared, finally! Blow up this disgusting face! 

 

Finally, he was done, revenge on Ye Chen! 

 

But just as Lin Juelong fell into ecstasy  snorted! 

 

The blood in Ye Chen's hand actually condensed a blood sword! 

 

The blood sword is surging with violent reincarnation! 

 

Inserted into Lin Juelong's heart! 

 

The next moment, Ye Chen's body flew upside down! 

 

Smashed heavily on the ground, smashing a huge hole! 

 

But Lin Juelong was taken aback for a moment, looking at the blood sword on his chest. 

 



However, he didn't pay much attention to the fatal injuries to ordinary human races, but to him, they 

were just skin injuries. 

 

Yin Ming, who was not far away, was momentarily sluggish when he saw this scene, an indescribable 

pain, tearing her heart, tears gushing out of those beautiful eyes uncontrollably, and she murmured. : 

"Ye Chen... Ye Chen..." 

 

Every time Ye Chen's name was spoken, the pain in her heart increased. 

 

She slowly raised the dagger in her hand and looked at Lin Juelong who was smiling. She knew that she 

was not Lin Juelong's opponent at all, but now she didn't care whether she was alive or dead. 

 

There was only one thought left in her mind, revenge for Ye Chen! 

 

Lin Juelong ridiculed Ye Chen, who seemed to have a hint of breath at the bottom of the pothole: 

 

"Idiot! Say you are stupid, you are really stupid! Do you think that I will die if I am stabbed in the heart 

like you Jiangcheng waste? Hahahaha, ridiculous, ridiculous, this kind of injury, for you It's fatal, for me, 

but it was bitten by a mosquito!" 

 

"Hahaha, you look like a disgusting bug! I can't eat it." 

 

At this time, Lin Juelong was completely immersed in the joy of victory. When he moved his body and 

reached the bottom of the pit, he would completely swallow his body and soul before Ye Chen died. The 

body changed suddenly. 

 

His remnant body also began to shatter every inch. 

Chapter 1896: Crush into nothingness! 

 

Lin Juelong's pupils shrank, a trace of anger appeared, and he muttered to himself: "Dead? Waste, who 

allowed you to die!" 

 



However, even if you die, your soul can never be free! 

 

Just when Lin Juelong was about to absorb Ye Chen's spirit, and Yin Ming was about to launch an attack, 

a voice echoed in the pit. 

 

"Death? Just rely on you? You can't kill me." 

 

Yin Ming was stunned, Xing Zitang was stunned, even Lin Juelong was stunned. 

 

Ye Chen is not dead? 

 

With a soft click, the land behind Lin Juelong cracked in an instant, and a figure appeared, and it was Ye 

Chen! 

 

At this moment, his face was still indifferent, and his whole person seemed to be intact, and his whole 

body was not injured at all! However, his face was extremely pale! 

 

Obviously the soul and internal injuries are serious! 

 

Lin Juelong was completely angry, why! ? Why, he always couldn't kill Ye Chen! 

 

Why, as long as you face Ye Chen, things can't always develop as he expected! 

 

"Ahhhhhhh! Die to me! You hurry up and die for me!" Lin Juelong roared, his broken hand, the black 

energy condensed, and blasted at Ye Chen again! 

 

Yin Ming and Xing Zitang's heart again mentioned that they knew that Ye Chen could not resist this 

move. 

 

However, the next moment, Lin Juelong's hand was caught. 



 

Silence, deathly silence, even the sound of breathing has disappeared! 

 

Xing Zitang, Yin Ming, including Lin Juelong himself, all watched blankly and grabbed the broken hand. 

 

Ye Chen's hand. 

 

Horror, a horror that goes deep into the bones. 

 

Lin Juelong's blow that was sufficient to penetrate everything was so easily blocked by Ye Chen? 

 

Is this reality or a dream? 

 

Ye Chen, is it a man or a god? 

 

It is estimated that only the real peerless evildoer can block Lin Juelong's blow so lightly. 

 

Half-step together? 

 

Even the peak of harmony and good fortune may not be able to grasp it! 

 

However, Ye Chen did it abruptly. 

 

It's so easy! 

 

It's incredible! It is beyond the limit of imagination! 

 

However, this scene, for some reason, seems quite strange, it seems that something has changed. 

 



"No, that's not right!" Xing Zitang's eyes flashed, and he seemed to have noticed something strange. 

 

"It's not that Ye Chen has become stronger." 

 

He stared at the hand that Lin Juelong was holding tightly by Ye Chen. 

 

Although Lin Juelong's hand was still hideous and seemed to have not changed much, Xing Zitang keenly 

felt that the power of this hand was greatly weakened! 

 

Lin Juelong obviously discovered this too, and the original angry face was instantly distorted. 

 

He felt it again that day when he was defeated fiercely by Ye Chen on the martial arts stage! 

 

"No! Don't!" Lin Juelong struggled frantically, trying to free his hand from Ye Chen's grasp, "You let go! 

Let me go!" 

 

However, Ye Chen's hand, as if cast of steel, did not move at all! 

 

That power is too strong! 

 

In the eyes of Lin Juelong now, completely, unshakable! 

 

Where is this one, who has just been seriously injured and dying? 

 

Ye Chen's strength has not weakened much at all! 

 

And Lin Juelong's strength plummeted! 

 

The cultivation base and strength that depended on swallowing seemed to be buried in an unknown 

space, and Lin Juelong could not mobilize any of them! 



 

"What did you do to me!?" Lin Juelong was frightened, and shouted at Ye Chen. 

 

"What did you do?" Ye Chen still maintained the indifferent expression on Lin Juelong's eyes, but it 

seemed like an incomparable sarcasm, "I am just taking the power that does not belong to you from 

your body. It's just separated." 

 

"What?" Lin Juelong showed an unbelievable look, and now he finally reacted. 

 

Originally, the power that I drew from those warriors seemed to be completely sealed by the blood 

sword that Ye Chen had just pierced into his body! 

 

"how can that be?" 

 

Is it so easy to seal it with the power to swallow all things? 

 

But Ye Chen did it! 

 

Ye Chen said calmly: "Now, do you recognize what kind of stuff you are?" 

 

Lin Juelong's face turned pale, and he lost the power he had swallowed. Maybe he could crush ordinary 

geniuses participating in trials, but... 

 

Facing Ye Chen, then, there is only one result, that is, being trampled to pieces like an ant! 

 

In Lin Juelong's blood eyes, bursts of fear burst out, that was the fear that radiated from the depths of 

his soul! 

 

"Impossible! You must be lying to me, how easy is it to seal the power I have absorbed! Are you really 

good at tricks, is this an illusion? Or is it a blind technique? Wait for me to crack it and get the power 

back. You will regret everything you have done to me!" 



 

"Oh." Ye Chen's expression remained unchanged, "really?" 

 

As soon as the voice fell, he held Lin Juelong's hand and suddenly exerted force. The strong force passed 

through Lin Juelong's arm, penetrated into his body, and the sound of clicks resembled firecrackers, 

sounding continuously, bursts of blood mist, drifting out of Lin Juelong's body! 

 

"Ahhhhh!!!" The severe pain that erupted from the hundreds of limbs, almost destroyed Lin Juelong's 

mind, blood flowed along his seven orifices, it looked miserable! 

 

What kind of illusion is this? 

 

This pain is simply too real to be real! 

 

The ultimate powerhouse, the mysterious evildoer, who was originally inexhaustible and overwhelmed 

the entire secret realm, turned out to be like this in Ye Chen's hands! 

 

Xing Zitang opened his eyes wide, and his heart was completely shocked. Ye Chen's figure, which was 

originally quite thin in his opinion, seemed to be extremely burly and tall in his eyes for a moment! 

 

Like the **** of war descending on the nine heavens! 

 

In this world, there seems to be nothing that can stop Ye Chen's victory! 

 

"Now, here." Ye Chen looked down at Lin Juelong who was kneeling in front of him, and said lightly: "Do 

you still think that all this is an illusion?" 

 

Lin Juelong was on the ground, rolling frantically, like a wild dog knocked to the ground, crying and 

screaming without dignity. 

 

pain! It hurts! 



 

However, the most painful thing is not his body, but his spirit! 

 

Lin Juelong’s spirit was breaking down quickly, once again defeated by Ye Chen, once again lost his 

dignity in front of Ye Chen, and once again lost everything in front of Ye Chen... 

 

He couldn't bear such a blow! 

 

At this moment, even if Xing Zitang, who has always been rugged and unrestrained, looked at Ye Chen's 

cold eyes, there was a chill in his heart. 

 

Terrible, terrible! 

 

Ye Chen's opponents will not only be physically devastated, but even more terrifying is that their Dao 

Heart will be crushed by Ye Chen with an invincible posture! 

 

Thoroughly, crushed into nothingness! 

Chapter 1897: Power of 7 people! 

 

Enemy with Ye Chen is really terrible! 

 

Originally, Xing Zitang, who was not afraid of the sky, was extremely proud, and had a high self-esteem, 

at this time, an incomparably clear idea came into his mind. 

 

Never, be an enemy of Ye Chen! 

 

Looking at Lin Juelong who was struggling on the ground, Ye Chen said indifferently: "Lin Juelong, this is 

the gap between you and me. Absorbing other people's power is just an evil way! What about the Star 

Aperture Realm?" 

 



"No matter how strong your cultivation is or how powerful you are, you will always be defeated in my 

hands." 

 

He looked at Lin Juelong who was still struggling, his eyes getting colder and colder. 

 

"You are not worthy of being my Ye Chen opponent!" 

 

The next moment, Ye Chen lifted his foot, with dazzling golden light shining on his foot, and stomped 

away at Lin Juelong's head fiercely! 

 

That foot, where is the foot, is simply a majestic mountain! 

 

A big mountain smashed towards Lin Juelong's head! 

 

Lin Juelong's eyes were completely desperate, and he quickly used his best to sacrifice a jade medal! 

 

On the jade plate is written the word Soul Palace! 

 

"Help me! Come on!" 

 

"I can't die!" 

 

"I exchange all my secrets with you!" 

 

"I exchange my soul and body with you!" 

 

"The Soul Palace will definitely become the number one power in Lingwu!" 

 

"fast!" 



 

"Quick, I promised! I am willing to sign the contract!" 

 

In an instant, the jade pendant shattered. 

 

The space in front of me was suddenly flooded by a powerful force! 

 

The whole ground of Thang Long Da Bi was shaking! 

 

Ye Chen frowned! 

 

What power is this? 

 

At this moment, the Yu Beast Lingshen in the Samsara Cemetery suddenly roared: "Boy, go! This is the 

breath of the door closed state! The door is closed!" 

 

"Lin Juelong's jade pendant contains a divine mind contract and a drop of blood!" 

 

"I will protect you with all my strength!" 

 

"The God of Xiaoyao, the God of Nine Dances, the God of Nirvana, and the three golden Buddhas. The 

rest of your energy will stay with me to block this power!" 

 

"fast!" 

 

"Otherwise! This kid is going to die!" 

 

"If this kid dies, Lingwu Continent will have no chance!" 

 



"He is our only hope!" 

 

Ye Chen retreated quickly! 

 

He had never felt this kind of panic in Yu Beast Spirit God. 

 

Something really happened! 

 

An extreme crisis swallowed him. 

 

A strong gatekeeper, this is three or four big realms away from him! 

 

You can destroy yourself with a single finger! 

 

He has no time to consider why Lin Juelong had such a contract! 

 

He can only run! 

 

Elevate to the extreme with a hundred steps! 

 

He vaguely saw a crack in Lin Juelong's body. 

 

Endless magic energy gushes out! 

 

Then, the ultimate power formed an old black robe phantom! 

 

The black robe phantom could not see his face, only pitch black! 

 



He stared at Lin Juelong and said, "That day when you came to the Soul Palace, the deity said that the 

deity will exchange all your secrets." 

 

"However, you have kept one hand." 

 

"Do you think that the identity of the deity can't see through your mind?" 

 

"silly." 

 

"Although your physical body is an experimental body and even possesses the secret technique of 

swallowing, you have weaknesses, great weaknesses." 

 

"Only when the deity possesses all the secrets can he have a chance to correct this weakness and allow 

the Soul Palace to dominate the Lingwu continent!" 

 

Lin Juelong's eyes were full of horror, he knew he had no choice! 

 

He knew he would lose everything from now on! 

 

But he can't help it! 

 

He glared at Ye Chen who was retreating rapidly in the distance, and roared: "I promise you everything! I 

only want that kid to die!" 

 

The black robe ghost smiled. 

 

His eyes suddenly shot towards Ye Chen! 

 

The extreme coldness. 

 



"Oh? A half-step fit-do guy? Just consider him a fit-do, this kind of ant makes you so afraid?" 

 

"Since we signed the contract, I will erase it for you." 

 

After the words fell, the black robe phantom arm swung, and the endless black energy formed a magic 

arrow! 

 

The magic arrow broke through the void, and appeared directly in front of Ye Chen with the power to 

tear the world apart! 

 

Ye Chen was taken aback, no longer hesitating, the power of the six paths, the immortal body, the spirit 

of gold! The power of law! 

 

Everything is all together! 

 

A golden shield is formed! 

 

However, the magic arrow touched the shield! 

 

The shield shattered directly, this strength is too strong! 

 

The opponent is not only in the closed door realm, but also in the ordinary closed door realm! 

 

How can he stop it! 

 

"Crack!" 

 

The shield shadow is torn, and the magic arrow penetrates everything! 

 

Just when he was about to come to Ye Chen! 



 

A phantom appeared in Ye Chen's body! 

 

Happy God! Exterminate the gods! God of Nine Dances! Even three golden Buddhas! 

 

And Yu Beast Spirit Beast! 

 

The power of the seven people is all concentrated on Ye Chen! An extremely huge shield wall was 

formed in front of Ye Chen! 

 

"boom!" 

 

The magic arrow was torn on the spot! 

 

The figures of the seven are a bit dim! 

 

They are just divine minds, their strength is already incomplete! About to turn into a ghost! 

 

Even though Ye Chen had reshaped the bodies of the three golden Buddhas! 

 

But the body of the golden Buddha can't withstand the blow of a strong person who closes the door! 

 

Ye Chen couldn't bear to use it! 

 

Now, these seven people actually protect themselves at all costs! 

 

These seven people deserve his gratitude for a lifetime! 

 



The confident expression of the black robe phantom suddenly solidified A stormy sea was set off in his 

heart! 

 

"Why are there so many different breaths on this kid? And my blow was torn apart?" 

 

"how is this possible?" 

 

Naturally, Lin Juelong and others could not see the power of Ye Chen's reincarnation cemetery! Seeing 

that Ye Chen was not dead, he said angrily: "This is your strength?" 

 

The black robe phantom seemed to be humiliated, and with a cold snort, Lin Juelong was slapped flying! 

 

"The deity does things, you don't need to talk about it!" 

 

Then stared at Ye Chen fiercely: "Although I don't know what destroyed my power, but you still have to 

die! You are too small in closing the door!" 

 

A magic sword suddenly condensed in the hands of the black robe ghost! 

 

As soon as the magic sword came out, the surrounding power collapsed! 

 

Every genius present spit out a mouthful of blood! 

 

They can't bear it! 

 

suddenly! The magic sword broke free from the hand of the black robe phantom and flew out! 

 

In an instant, become a thousand feet! 

 

It was like a demon from hell, devouring it towards Ye Chen! 



 

"boom!" 

 

The seven mighty shield walls shattered slightly under the impact of the Qianzhang Demon Sword. 

 

And the complexions of the seven mighty faces changed! 

 

If there may be a chance in the heyday, but their power has long since disappeared! 

 

"Disciple, we can't resist for long." 

 

"Regardless of the outcome of this blow, you must survive." 

 

"Our strength is no longer enough, but we have never regretted accepting you as a disciple." 

 

"Even, our greatest fortune is to meet you!" 

 

"Disciple, don't be sad! What disappears is only divine mind!" 

 

"Our body has not died! We will meet again!" 

Chapter 1898: Sword Box Man! 

 

"We look forward to seeing you one day!" 

 

"I hope that when you meet, you have become the pinnacle of Lingwu Continent!" 

 

"Also, be careful of the Soul Palace!" 

 



"This door-closing powerhouse has a weird aura, and the Soul Palace is definitely a threat in Lingwu 

Continent!" 

 

"Remember, you will always be our hope! Live!" 

 

In an instant, the bodies of the three golden Buddhas shattered. 

 

Exterminate the gods, the nine dance gods, and even the happy gods completely dissipated! 

 

Ye Chen's eyes are full of mist! 

 

He stared at the black robe phantom! 

 

No matter what the identity of the other party! 

 

He Ye Chen wants to live with the Soul Palace! 

 

Top Best AI for Forex Trading 2024 

In front of him, only Yu Beast Spirit God is still struggling to support! His figure is extremely dim! 

 

He looked into the eyes of the devil and wanted to communicate! 

 

Only Demon Eye can save him now! 

 

However, he found that the eyes of the devil were sleeping! 

 

After all, the Devil's Eye controlled Ye Chen's body not long ago! 

 

The black robe phantom in the distance smiled coldly: 



 

"This ant made the deity very surprised. There are not many Star Apertures that can be supported by 

the deity, and the one and a half steps have been supported to the present." 

 

"To be honest, if the deity doesn't kill him, the deity feels threatened." 

 

"He **** it." 

 

"Lin Juelong, you are optimistic." 

 

"Now, he is dying!" 

 

"The soul extinguishes the common people! Broken!" 

 

"boom!" 

 

The last block in front of Ye Chen was completely shattered! 

 

The phantom of Yu Beast Spirit God was also shaken off! 

 

Extremely dim! 

 

The magic sword pierced Ye Chen's body like a sword cutting through time and space. 

 

The tip of the sword has been touched. 

 

A trace of blood spilled. 

 



Ye Chen felt the sting, his eyes were ferocious, he stretched out his hand to stop it! It was found to be in 

vain. 

 

too strong. 

 

Just when the Black Robe Void and Lin Juelong determined that Ye Chen was going to die, a lazy voice 

slowly fell: 

 

"Although I did not accept this kid, he is not a cat or dog that can move." 

 

In an instant, a tombstone in the reincarnation cemetery vibrated! 

 

shining! 

 

Then, between heaven and earth, there was a sense of desolation! 

 

Thousands of dust rolled, as if forming a strange circle, blocking the sight of all geniuses! 

 

Between heaven and earth, it seemed that only Ye Chen, the black robe phantom, and even Lin Juelong 

were left! 

 

The expression of the black robe phantom froze again. 

 

An ominous premonition swept through the body! 

 

Then, he discovered that in front of the dying boy, there was an extremely bleak figure standing! 

 

The figure stood with his hands folded, with a weed in his mouth. 

 

Behind him, there is a sword box! 



 

Ancient and mysterious sword box! 

 

The figure stretched lazily, glanced at the Qianzhang Devil Sword that was about to pierce Ye Chen's 

body, and shook his head: "What garbage thing?" 

 

As soon as he said this, Ye Chen almost spit out blood. 

 

This sword intent could not be stopped by the power of the seven divine minds. How could it become 

**** in this person's mouth? 

 

Ye Chen knows the origin of this person! 

 

It is the power of reincarnation that can provoke the tombstone! 

 

New power! 

 

At the most critical moment, finally shot. 

 

Hearing this indifferent voice, the black robe phantom was completely furious, and the devilish energy 

broke out! The power of Qianzhang Jianyi doubled! 

 

"I don't care who you are! When this kid dies, I will send you on the road!" 

 

When the sword box man heard these words, he suddenly raised his head, swept his cold eyes, and 

vomited the weed in his mouth. 

 

And that weed turned into a broken sword. 

 



The meaning of breaking the sword is like a fierce beast violent, and it smashes at the thousand-zhang 

magic sword! 

 

"Exit." 

 

The sword box man said such a word. 

 

The world is silent. 

 

The Qianzhang Demon Sword was crashing unexpectedly. 

 

Completely wiped out. 

 

The black robe phantom froze, and an extreme threat enveloped! 

 

He took a deep look at the sword box, grabbed Lin Juelong, and fleeed directly into the distance! 

 

The first reaction of the black robe phantom was to escape! 

 

Just because of a word from the sword box man? 

 

Ye Chen is not calm at all! 

 

What is the strength of this great power? 

 

Are you afraid of the closed door? 

 

Damn it! 

 



This is too scary. 

 

Ye Chen knew that Lin Juelong could not be allowed to leave, and quickly urged: "Leave those two guys 

quickly!" 

 

However, the sword box man was unmoved: "I don't want to do more." 

 

"Because every time I do it, I feel weak." 

 

"However, the aura of the black robe phantom makes me unhappy. In that case, he should pay some 

price for coming here." 

 

The words fell, the sword box man's eyes became cold, his fingers pinched! 

 

The sword box flew out a white light that tore the void! 

 

Came behind the black robe phantom in an instant! 

 

The black robe phantom senses danger and wants to dodge, but it is too late! White light penetrates 

thoroughly! 

 

The black robe phantom dimmed for a few minutes, and his pupils contracted extremely, and finally 

disappeared in the bounds of the dust. 

 

Seeing this scene, Ye Chen bit his lip lightly. 

 

Although Lin Juelong was abolished by him and was sealed, unable to absorb energy, he still threatened. 

 

He must die. 

 



Also, that black robe phantom in the Soul Palace! 

 

Never die! 

 

The sword box man glanced at Ye Chen, stretched out, and said lightly: "Do you really think I can kill 

those two guys?" 

 

"My physical strength is certainly strong, but now it's just a part of my strength." 

 

"Besides, my power is precious, and I don't want to abuse it." 

 

"Since I am awakened, I should also complete some things that the body has not done." 

 

"Okay, don't live here." 

 

Yuluo The sword box man disappeared. 

 

Obviously returned to the tombstone of reincarnation. 

 

Ye Chen let out a long sigh, sensing the Yu Beast Spirit God in the reincarnation cemetery. 

 

This is besides the sword box youth, there is still a mighty spirit. 

 

It's just a little transparent, and it is estimated that it will dissipate within a day. 

 

"I'm fine, you adjust it first." Yu Beast Spirit God said weakly. 

 

Ye Chen nodded, and suddenly found a storage bag, which should have been left by Lin Juelong. 

 



He paid directly and checked his body. 

 

A little embarrassed. 

 

Starting from the hard fight against Lin Juelong, Ye Chen was playing with the **** of death. If there is a 

slight difference, it will be him! 

 

Lin Juelong's blow was even more powerful than the Young Master of the Blood Race who had faced the 

enemy in the secret realm. 

 

Even with his physique, with the protection of King Niu, the immortal divine body could be resisted. 

 

He was not completely killed by Lin Juelong's blow, and then relied on the god-defying technique to 

regain his combat power. 

 

And that magic spell is by no means a simple secret technique. 

 

Had it not been for his knowledge in the application of magic techniques, coupled with his insight that is 

beyond imagination and the best in the world, it would never have been possible to successfully master 

it so quickly! 

 

This is so, Ye Chen still might fail when he performs it. 

 

In the end, this magical technique almost completely exhausted his power. Because the overdraft was 

too violent, it was too late to fully recover with his relatively low-level divine sloughing technique. 

 

Because of this, the appearance of the black robe phantom of the soul palace, Ye Chen did not even 

have the opportunity to resist, almost heralding a mortal situation. 

 

Fortunately, there are also reincarnation cemeteries. 

 



At this time, the voice of Yu Beast Spirit God smiled in Ye Chen's mind: "Boy, you did a good job. 

Although it is a bit risky, it is definitely worth it compared to your gains!" 

Chapter 1899: 1 look 

 

"Harvest?" Ye Chen asked a little puzzled: "What harvest?" 

 

Ye Chen took out Lin Juelong's storage bag, and looked into it with divine mind, there were a lot of 

purple jade tokens! 

 

There are one or two thousand! 

 

This Lin Juelong has swallowed so many contestants! 

 

Now that Ye Chen got these, he was almost certain of his results in the Thang Long Competition! 

 

However, this is not a big advantage? 

 

With his strength, even now, he can completely defeat most of the contestants in the Secret Realm. 

 

What is the harvest that Yu Beast Spirit God said? 

 

Yu Beast Lingshen shook his head, and said in a weak voice: "Boy, that guy has swallowed so many 

warriors, his body and blood have been strengthened to a certain extent, and then most of his strength 

has been sealed by you, you know What does this mean?" 

 

Ye Chen pondered for a moment. Suddenly, a ugly color appeared on his face, and he reluctantly said: 

"You Beast Spirit God, don't you want me to refine and swallow these sealed things? It's not that easy to 

do. Right?" 

 

Let alone whether it can be done, isn't he like that guy Lin Juelong, like a monster? 

 



If it was a monster, it would be better to say that although Lin Juelong was mysterious, he was still a 

human being after all. 

 

Moreover, devouring practitioners who practice magical powers and devouring monsters that purely 

absorb the spiritual energy of heaven and earth are completely different. The essence of practitioners is 

far more complicated than monsters. 

 

Moreover, with the power of terrifying resentment, it is not comparable to monsters. Although there 

are some magical and **** martial artists, there are methods similar to Lin Juelong's mysterious 

exercises to swallow some things to increase their strength. 

 

However, the side effects of that method are extremely great. 

 

Moreover, it is far from Lin Juelong's method so powerful, convenient and effective. 

 

Ye Chen didn't want to ruin his foundation or become a bloodthirsty monster by the power of 

resentment. 

 

Yu Beast Spirit God said with a smile: "Boy, ordinary people, it is indeed impossible to do it, but you are 

the blood of reincarnation." 

 

"The blood sword that you inserted into Lin Juelong's body is because it is made of your essence and 

blood. When it was sealed, it had actually entered your body through the medium of reincarnation. 

Although it was only a part, it was also terrifying!" 

 

Ye Chen seemed a little hesitant when he heard the words. At this time, Xing Zitang and Yin Ming both 

came over, and Ji Xuan, Tian Ling, and Chi Xia also woke up one after another. 

 

"Ye Chen." Yin Ming yelled softly, and Ye Chen turned his head and saw this girl who was originally a 

little savage. At this time, she looked at herself with red eyes. 

 

Ye Chen looked at Yin Ming, his eyes warmed. Although he was almost seriously injured by Lin Juelong at 

that time, his spiritual thoughts clearly observed the surroundings. 



 

He naturally knew how much Yin Ming thought he was sorrowful after being killed by Lin Juelong, as well 

as the idea of avenging him completely regardless of his life. 

 

If you say that a woman is willing to do this for you and is not moved by it, that is false. 

 

At this time, Ye Chen's heart, facing the pearl in his palm spoiled by the elder Xuan Yuezong, also gave 

birth to a trace of goodwill. 

 

Of course, this affection is only between friends. 

 

Ye Chen was about to give comfort, but before he could speak, Yin Ming rushed into Ye Chen's arms like 

a swallow returning home, and sobbed softly. 

 

Ye Chen was taken aback for a while, subconsciously wanted to push away, but he stopped. 

 

His face softened quickly, and he said with relief: "Okay, it's okay, it's all over." 

 

Upon seeing this, Xing Zitang showed a slight smile, touched his bald head, and walked towards where 

Chixia was. 

 

And just at this moment, there were a few more escape lights, flying towards this peak. 

 

At this time, apart from Ye Chen and Yin Ming, Xing Zitang, Ji Xuan and others were all seriously injured 

and sluggish. I'm afraid that they can only use less than one percent of their cultivation strength. The 

auras that have come here are not weak, and obviously, they are not ordinary contestants. 

 

However, Xing Zitang's expressions were indifferent. With Ye Chen's strength and his presence, 

naturally, there is no need to worry about other contestants. Moreover, they are born in super-first-

class forces and naturally have the means to protect their lives. 

 

Although these people are strong, they are not enough to threaten them. 



 

After a few retreats, the gazes of several young men swept across this hill. When they saw Ye Chen who 

was half-step along the road, they couldn't help but be taken aback. 

 

Half-step together? 

 

Those who can participate in the Thang Long Competition are all the geniuses of various major forces. 

No matter how weak they are, there must be a limit, right? 

 

One of the obese men couldn't help but wondering: "I'm not mistaken? That person's cultivation is half-

step together? This kind of person will also participate in the Thang Long Competition?" 

 

"Didn't you hear that there are restrictions on the Thang Long Competition?" 

 

Among the few people, the majestic man with the highest cultivation level swept his eyes from Ye Chen. 

He was too lazy to even take a look. Instead, he focused his attention on Xing Zitang, Ji Xuan and others. 

, Especially Xing Zitang and Ji Xuan! 

 

Although, Xing Zitang and Ji Xuan are now extremely injured  if they have no aura, they should not be 

able to show much strength, but the cultivation base of these two people is extremely high! 

 

There are a total of five people in this group. They are contestants sent by two extremely friendly forces. 

Unexpectedly, with such good luck, these five people are located so close that they have found each 

other one after another. 

 

After that, they faintly felt the strange fluctuations from this peak, and they rushed here from quite a 

distance. 

 

The majestic man glanced at the top of the mountain. Obviously, there was a terrible battle before here. 

Most of the top of the mountain was cut off, and the powerful geniuses were seriously injured one by 

one. The rest, There is only a woman with a good cultivation base, and a kid who is half-step along. 

 



The majestic man's eyes gradually lighted up, and the remaining two people who still possessed combat 

power did not pose a threat to them at all. Their chance was here! 

 

But at this moment, Ye Chen heard the fat man's words and turned around slowly, his icy eyes locked on 

the person directly. 

 

The fat man was still laughing in his belly, but suddenly, he felt a pain in his soul, his whole body was 

wrapped in a chill, and he couldn't help but stop laughing, looking at Ye Chen somewhat inconceivably. 

 

Why is this guy's eyes so scary? 

 

After the previous battle, Ye Chen had already possessed a kind of terrifying killing intent that could cut 

all things, even though this killing intent had no real power yet. 

 

However, if he uses this killing intent to cooperate with the Qilin Sha, the Tiger God Sha, and the 

pressure of the Divine Blood to perform a Divine Attack, his power will definitely increase! 

 

Now, he didn't do anything, just took a cold look at this fat man, and he could make such a powerful 

warrior chill in his heart, and the horror can be imagined! 

 

A thick-lipsed man beside Fatty saw this and smiled: "Fatty, what's wrong with you?" 

 

The fat man blushed and shook his head without speaking. 

Chapter 1900: I accept 

 

At this moment, the majestic man frowned and said coldly: "Okay, business matters." 

 

His current idea is to ask these people to leave this mountain, while he and others take over, waiting for 

the treasure to come. 

 

Although, with the strength of a few of them, if these people are sane, they will definitely choose to 

leave. 



 

However, he also knew that the children of those big powers, one by one, were arrogant and polite to 

let them go. If they really insulted them, I'm afraid they might be aggressive and desperate. 

 

The fat man wanted to say something, but when he heard the majestic man say so, he could only shut 

his mouth. 

 

The majestic man said to Ye Chen and the others: "The injuries are serious, please leave here and find a 

safe place to heal your injuries, lest other warriors come and it will be detrimental to them." 

 

What he said seemed to be for the sake of Ye Chen and the others, but the meaning was very obvious, 

that is, let Ye Chen and others go, this mountain is theirs. 

 

But at this moment, the short and fat man couldn't help but said, "Brother Lin Wei, why do you want to 

let them go? Among these people, there is only the woman who can be regarded as a fighting force. The 

others, Xiu Although Wei is high, he is seriously injured at this time, and his current strength is simply 

vulnerable!" 

 

A greedy color flashed in the fat man's eyes, and he continued: "Brother Lin Wei, these are the geniuses 

of the first-class forces. You don't want to know what's in their storage bags, right?" 

 

The majestic man heard the words, the color of greed in his eyes also flashed, but he quickly recovered 

his calm, if he really wanted to kill people and win treasures, these people would definitely fight to the 

death and try to do everything. 

 

At that time, even if oneself and others were able to beat the opponent, they would have to pay a high 

price. This would not be conducive to dealing with other contestants who came to this mountain in the 

future, and even, it was not conducive to the next competition, which was too risky. 

 

So, he took a cold look at the short and fat man, and said coldly: "Why, Wen Hao, are you questioning 

my decision?" This fat pig has no brains, and he has long seen this man upset. 

 

If it wasn't for him to have some strength, Lin Wei would not want to bring this person into the team. 



 

The short fat man shrank his head timidly and shook his head: "How dare you, it's just a suggestion. 

Everything depends on the decision of the senior." 

 

However, a hint of resentment flashed through his drooping triangular eyes. 

 

Lin Wei turned to Ye Chen and the others again, and said politely: "Sorry, my younger brother was rude 

and offended a few people. We never meant that, as long as you leave by yourself." 

 

"Oh?" Xing Zitang casually took a healing medicine, bald his head, his expression did not fluctuate at all, 

looked at Lin Wei, and said calmly: "You mean to drive us away?" 

 

Lin Wei frowned slightly, Xing Zitang's attitude seemed a bit wrong, but he still maintained a polite 

attitude and said, "Yes, please go elsewhere to heal." 

 

Xing Zitang sat down on the ground, looked at Lin Wei and others nonchalantly, grinned and said, "If so, 

would I want to heal here?" 

 

Lin Wei's eyes flickered, and his voice became cold. "Your Excellency, do you have a choice?" 

 

However, he still hasn't turned his face. He knows that many children of big powers, even if they leave, 

have to find face for themselves, and they won't be so easily pushed back by others. This is their pride. 

 

As far as Lin Wei is concerned, it doesn't matter if they are allowed to leave and give each other some 

respect. 

 

He is different from those proud geniuses, only interests are valued. 

 

Xing Zitang smiled and said, "Do you think you are better than us?" 

 

Lin Wei's eyes flashed, and he said in secret, here it is! 



 

Sure enough, this big bald man should be that kind of proud person, as long as he verbally expresses 

respect for his strength, maybe he will leave! 

 

Lin Wei shook his head and said: "Your strength is naturally very strong. Lin, I am ashamed, but now you 

are injured, and your strength is less than one hundred. With your current situation, I am afraid that it is 

not suitable for Let others fight." 

 

Xing Zitang laughed and said: "Okay, you still have a bit of foresight, but..." 

 

Lin Wei was overjoyed when he heard Xing Zitang's answer. It seemed that he was right. This bald man 

should give in. He couldn't help asking, "But what?" 

 

"But..." Xing Zitang's mouth was still wide open, seeming to be smiling, but there was cold light flashing 

in his eyes, "We still can't leave!" 

 

Lin Wei's eyes sank, and he didn't understand what Xing Zitang meant, but he held his temper and 

asked, "Why?" 

 

"Why?" Xing Zitang pointed at the short, fat young man named Wen Hao, and said coldly: "This fat pig 

insulted my friend, you say, can I go?" 

 

And that Wen Hao's face shook when he heard this, because he felt that the gazes of several of his 

companions were stunned and focused on himself, and he clearly felt that Lin Wei looked at his gaze. 

Among them, anger has been mixed! 

 

Lin Wei stared at Wen Hao fiercely, this fat pig is really not enough, more than failing! 

 

Xing Zitang said coldly: "Let this fat pig kneel down and apologize to my friend, otherwise, I will never 

leave." 

 

As soon as this remark came out, not only Wen Hao, but also the expressions of several others changed 

slightly, making their people kneel down? 



 

This was not only an insult to Wen Hao, it was simply looking down on them and the group, and could 

not help but look at Lin Wei. 

 

Lin Wei's eyes flickered. In his heart, he also wanted Wen Hao to kneel down to solve the matter. 

 

What is Wen Hao's dignity and what does it have to do with him? 

 

However, he knew that he could not do this. Even if he could really force Wen Hao to kneel, the others 

would be disappointed in him. In this way, he could not guarantee his leadership in the team. 

 

After Lin Wei pondered for a moment, he raised his head and shook his head to Xing Zitang: "Your 

request is too much. I can't agree to it. Junior Brother Wen will not kneel." 

 

When the other people heard the words, their expressions were relieved, and Wen Hao was even more 

relieved. 

 

"But..." as he said, he glanced at Wen Hao and said, "Junior Brother Wen, it was indeed too rude just 

now. I should apologize." 

 

After Lin Wei finished speaking, he was secretly proud. In doing so, he not only maintained the dignity of 

the team in front of his team members, and did not lose the heart, but also did not completely reject the 

request of the super genius. By doing this, the bald guy, maybe, Will accept it. 

 

As for Wen Hao's dignity? What does it matter to him? 

 

Wen Hao's expression changed and said, "Brother? You let me apologize to that waste... that half-step 

fit? This, this..." 

 

This is an insult to him ! However, he dared not speak out in front of Lin Wei. 

 

Lin Wei said calmly: "What? Do you want to go against my words?" 



 

Wen Hao's complexion changed one after another, but finally his eyes darkened, and he said cowardly: 

"No, I apologize." 

 

"Apologize", Lin Wei looked at Wen Hao "Are you saying that?" 

 

Wen Hao looked even more ugly, but after struggling for a while, he still compromised. 

 

Lin Wei's strength is much stronger than him, and he does not have the courage to be an enemy. 

 

Facing Ye Chen, Wen Hao reluctantly said, "I'm sorry, this fellow Taoist, I was rude just now." 

 

Suddenly, this place on the top of the mountain fell silent, and Lin Wei and others wanted to see how Ye 

Chen and others would react. 

 

They originally thought that Xing Zitang would speak and give a result, whether to accept or not. 

 

After all, although Xing Zitang said Ye Chen was his friend, in the eyes of these people, this was just a 

way of saying that Xing Zitang used to save his own face. 

 

Ye Chen is at most a vassal. Therefore, Wen Hao's apology is not so much an apology to Ye Chen, as it is 

to Xing Zitang! 

 

However, Xing Zitang never meant to speak. 

 

It was Ye Chen who spoke. 

 

That, they thought it was just a vassal guy, this had to say, it made them a little surprised. 

 

Ye Chen glanced at Wen Hao and said lightly: "I accept your apology." 



 

Lin Wei breathed a sigh of relief when they heard this. It seemed that a battle could be avoided. 

 

Only Wen Hao looked at Ye Chen's triangular eyes with a look of disgust. 

 

However, just when Lin Wei and others thought the matter was over and Ye Chen and the others were 

about to leave, Ye Chen's voice sounded again. 

 

"But—you should leave." 


